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This short paper intends to complete a previous paper presented for the 6th CAAS (Hankuk 
University, Seoul) and partly published this year in the Proceedings. Based on previous 
findings (Désoulières 2015 and 2016) we intend to describe peculiar aspects of 16th Cent. 
Gujarati navigation and trade from the key port of Diu (Gujarat Peninsula, NW coast of India) 
to Malacca (Malaysia). Indeed the port of Malacca, under the domination of the Muslim 
Sultan, was a very important commercial relay between, to say the least, India and China. And 
the Gujarati traders had a very important position within the Sultanate, and would directly 
oppose Portuguese intents to establish a trading post. Our full paper (same title) may be 
referred to for more precise comments and analysis.
A note on Maulana Nadvi’s historical work in Urdu (Désoulières 2016, 96-97; Désoulières 
2015, 33)
Written in the beginning of 20th Cent. but published much later (mostly posthumous, Nadvi, 
1958), Maulānā Nadvī’s writings in Urdu are based on Sanskrit sources, Arab, Persian, 
chronicles, and, last but not least, Gujarati traditional sources (he collaborated with a Gujarati 
friend and colleague for a long time) and we focus here on Maulānā Sayyad Abu Zafar Nadvi’s 
Nadvi’s Gujarāt	kī	tamaddanī	tārīx	:	A	Cultural	History	of	Gujarat	(written c. 1930). Maulana 
Nadvi could not consult Chinese sources, for that he would rely on Arab historiography and 
travel stories in Arabic and also translated in Persian and Urdu (Barros, 16th Cent, had similar 
sources, through interpreters). An important point should be added here : Maulana Nadvi made 
a very thorough historical study of the Gujarati ports and navigation, and we would like to 
quote him here at length on these matters clearly linked with Gujarati and Indian naval trade 
with the Far East (see below), but his uncle Sayyad Sulaimān Nadvi’s work also in Urdu The 
Navigation of the Arabs (Nadvi 1958) must have inspired him (for our complete translated 
quotations and further comments, refer to our full paper mentioned above).
 
Nadvi’s Cultural History of Gujarat is still  worth comparing with 16th cent Portuguese 
writings because they refer to common sources (especially in the case of Barros) with 
opposed point of view and also because they complete each other, especially when we look 
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at Portuguese manuscripts included in the Lendas da India [Chronicles of India] by Correia 
(writing c. 1540 Vol. III) ; besides it brings new annotations of the Portuguese histories, giving 
more genuine Indo Persian orthography of proper and indigenous names for old geographical 
locations. But, more important, it helps in confronting Indian local views of the naval conflict 
with Portuguese classical and colonial interpretations.
Regarding the Gujarati trade with the Far East (Malacca, Java and China) Maulana Nadvi 
could not ignore his uncle’s works on Arab Navigation particularly regarding the commercial 
networks of the Chinese merchants (and Chinese merchants converted to Islam) linking India, 
Java and China, especially following the Arab sea faring to Singapore and China (Nadvi 1958, 
66-63, 112-113). 
 
Quoting Maulana Nadvi’s Cultural History of Gujarāt or Tamaddanī Tārīkh (p.17 onwards, 
re my full English translation in my 2016 full paper, here we are giving summary/extracts :

The (Gujarati) Sailing Fleet (introduction) :The High seas Fleet of Gujarāt (Nadvi 
1958, 265 sqq)

The geographical position of Gujarāt [Gujarat]: [...] Note : refer to Map n° 1]
The ancient ports of Gujarat [p 184] :  
Ports of the Muslim Era [p 191]:
The Administration of the Ports (ibid., pp 186-188) : 

The Navigation of the Gujarati people 
“The Chinese traveller Huang Tswang  [Xuanzang] writes that he saw also « hindus » 
settled in the towns of Iran and « these Jāṭ work as experienced pilots [mu’allim] on the 
ships traveling between Iran and Gujarat ».
   In the ninth century AD the Gujarati became so strong that they became the rulers of 
Java, which explains why the [Javanese] civilisation was closer to hindu civilisation and 
culture than to the neighboring Chinese culture, consequently the Rajas of that country 
had the title of Maha Rajas, a fact also recorded in the travel books of Arab navigators. 
That is the reason why the Javanese coinage was also circulating in Gujarat which is 
called tātariya [tātariyya / stater ?]. Arab travelers also wrote that the Gupta [gupt] 
coinage was circulating in Madagascar and that the traders of Madagascar understood 
the language of Java. The Arab travellers recorded that Hindus would come to Basra and 
Siraf [Sīrāf, Iran] but this people would not meet and eat together, although they number 
more than a hundred.”
Maritime Centres [term defined in the last para]
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The Gujarati fleets during the Islamic Era
“Sultān Muhammad the First and Sultān Qutub ud Dīn did not have any spare time to 
engage in maritime ventures, but Sultan Mahmūd Begaṛā the First took a special interest 
in those matters and the arrival of some Turkish amīr al bahar (admiral) give him even 
more incentive and because of him the Gujarati naval fleet became very strong and 
protected the borders from the sea-shores of Sindh to the port of Ḍābhūl [160 km south of 
Mumbai]. Mahmūd armed his vessels with artillery thus equipping them according to the 
Turkish method.     
   In 896 H/ 1490 ... Bahādur Gilānī took advantage of the weakness of the ... Sultanate 
and took possession of the coastal areas, and having equipped a naval fleet he set on 
pirating the sea and ... came to the Gujarati ports and started to sack and lay waste ... 
Sultān Mahmūd was informed of the situation so he sent a navy fleet of three hundred 
ships armed with cannons to attack the port of Dābhūl .... From that fact we can figure 
what was the strength of the naval fleet of Sultān Mahmūd, he had a special experience of 
the seas and had a great knowledge of ships.

In 913 H / 1507 AD Sultān Mahmūd learnt that the Portuguese had arrived in great 
numbers and wanted to occupy a site somewhere on the coast [the sea port of Diu] to 
build a fort  and he ordered his amīr al bahar (admiral) Malik Ayāz to wage war against 
them and taking ships from Diu, Daman and Māhim to confront them, the amīr set 
sail.”p.194 

Chinese Porcelain Trade from Diu (according to Barros 1533)
Regarding the wealth and importance of Diu as a port and trade with China via Java and 
Malacca for porcelain (and silk) trade a curious passage of Barros is  worth quoting :
We quote here a significant passage which I translate from the reprint of original Chapter V 
of the Segunda Década dealing with negotiations between Alfonso D’Albuquerque and the 
Gujarati Shah Bandar Malik Ayaz in August 1513 describing a kind of reciprocal gunboat 
diplomacy (Barros 1553 and 1974 (reprint), 377-378) , paragraph and punctuation are mine :

“[D’Albuquerque was hoping to have a foot in the city through trade and a factor that he 
left in the city and also hoping to convince the King through his ally Malik Gopi, to let 
him have a (colonial) factory and a fortress built in Diu] ... [a negotiation is taking place] 
Malik Ayaz [... the shah bandar/Captain of the Port] who was working against the interest 
of the King of Cambay (as we shall see now), on his own initiative let D’Albuquerque 
know that he was above all willing that the King of Portugal should have a factory in Diu 
and that he would agree to concede a place for that purpose but he was afraid that the 
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King of Gujarat would not agree ...
So he would show the greatness of his status with this manner : he came out with a 
fleet of up to a hundred of rowing ships, all of them so much provided with vessels 
[louçainha/precious and expensive pottery] just like they would go for a wedding but also 
so much equipped with artillery, munitions and arms just like they had to fight. When 
D’Albuquerque came to know through a fusta that he had sent ahead, how [Malik Ayaz] 
was coming to meet him, he came back to his encounter to receive him with the whole of 
his naval fleet and the embraces that took place from one party and the other were from 
all the pieces of artillery that every party had brought.”

Our comment : from this passage form Barros’ Second Decade we can deduce a few things 
especially if we compare it with the historical affirmations brought by Nadvi : 

- Barros gives the building of a factory with a fortress at Diu as the main aim of Albuquerque’s 
negotiations, in fact the Portuguese were desperate for controlling inter Indian trade and Far 
East Indian trade largely in the hands of the Gujarati (Hindus and Muslims alike) : these 1510-
1513 years were difficult times for the Portuguese : they were realising that the Gujarati rich 
and fine clothes and other refined goods such as special paper were the only buying power in 
Malacca for clove, Chinese silk and porcelain goods (Nadvi has a long chapter on Gujarati 
industries like High quality silk and cotton clothes, and paper, probably linked with Chinese 
techniques) and Chinese trade in and through India was still in the hand of Muslim Chinese 
collaborating with Arabs and Indians.
- Finally when Barros with some irony says that Malik Ayaz fleet was looking like a wedding 
party because it was loaded with louçainha [refined and costly potteries] to go and meet 
Albuquerque’s armada for negotiations, and the wedding metaphor subtly goes on with the 
term embraces one wonders if besides the necessary show of force (the ships were also over 
loaded with weapons and artillery) if Malik Ayaz would provoke and seduce the Portuguese 
with Chinese porcelain (louçainha) that they were not able to trade from Malacca and beyond 
(contrary to the Dutch in the following century). And Barros adds that […] Malik Ayaz used 
to give many pieces as good will present to the Portuguese captains, doubling the presents in 
consideration with the degree of nobility. Could it be that Malik Ayaz was making commercial 
offers from his Diu emporium ? 

Indeed the Gujarati and Indian involvement with Javanese and Chinese trade was very old 
as reminded by Nadvi who quotes Greek and Roman sources as he comments the early 
dominating position of the Indians and Gujarati in Java and China trade : In the ninth century 
AD the Gujarati became so strong that they became the rulers of Java, which explains why the 
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[Javanese] civilisation was closer to Hindu civilisation and culture than to the neighbouring 
Chinese culture, consequently the Rajas of that country had the title of Maha Rajas, a fact also 
recorded in the travel books of Arab navigators. That is the reason why the Javanese coinage 
was	also	circulating	in	Gujarat	which	is	called	tātariya	[tātariyya	/	stater	?].	Arab	travellers	
also wrote [in 9th Cent AD] that the Gupta [Gupt, c.320-547 AD] coinage was circulating in 
Madagascar and that the traders of Madagascar understood the language of Java. 
Another important point that can be deduced from Nadvi’s lengthy historical description of 
The Gujarati navigation and the Gujarati	naval	fleets	is that the late 14th century and the early 
decade of the 16th century saw the apex of Gujarati inter Indian and Sino Indian navigation 
and trade through Java (Malacca) succeeding the Arabs and the Persians though not putting 
them out the game.   

Portuguese text translated in English from Livro Sexto da Segunda Decada Da Asia de 
João de Barros, about the people of Java and Malacca (Barros 1553, 257-258) :

“About trading goods they are very expert and ingenious people for their profit : there [in 
Malacca] they commonly treat with these nations : Javanese, Siamese, Pegu [Burmese] 
Bengalis, Queljis [Malays], Malabars [South Indians from Malabar Coast], Gujaratis, 
Parsis [Persians], Arabs and many other nations that are defined by their many languages 
because they reside there and the city is populated by the big ships [náos] who converge 
in the city where also Chinese, Lequios [Japanese] Luções [Philippine] and others from 
the Far East, all of them bringing such a big wealth, oriental and occidental, that it 
was looking like a centre where all kinds of natural goods created by the Earth and the 
artificial ones from the ingenuity of men were converging, in such a way that the land 
[around the city] itself being sterile was better supplied than the very regions supplying 
the goods thanks to the exchange that was done there.... That importance of the trade 
lasted for a long time till our entry into India, because the Arab Moors, Persians [/ Parsis] 
and Gujaratis fearing our armadas [naval fleets]” 

That text by Barros (my translation) tallies with Nadvi’s history of Gujarati navigation 
and trade to the Far East through Malacca and (indirectly) mentions the Arab and Persian 
navigation merging with the Gujarati navigation and trade to the East threatened by the coming 
of the Portuguese.
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Illustrations 

Map 1. Description of the Kingdom of Gujarat (Barros, 1553 1777)
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Map 2. Map Gujarat from Désoulières (1988)
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Original Portuguese text  João de Barros, Livro Sexto da Segunda Decada Da Asia, about 
the people of Java and Malacca (Barros 1553, 257-258) :
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First page of Nadvi’s chapter : The Naval Fleet of Gujarat, (Urdu) (Nadvi 1958.2, 184)
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2nd page of Nadvi’s chapter : The Naval Fleet of Gujarat, (Urdu) (Nadvi 1958.2, 184)
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Map of Diu (Correia 1540)
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